Admission requirements

ENTPE is a graduate engineering school offering a range of courses, accessible to international
students, either through an entrance exam or on the basis of their application.
In some countries, Centres for Studies in France (CEF) exist to facilitate
administrative procedures for future students.
If you wish to commence or continue your studies in France and you live abroad in a
country with a Campus France branch, here is the procedure to follow:
1. Sign up to the corresponding Campus France branch to submit your admission
application and obtain your student visa
2. Enrol with ENTPE

/// Admission into the 1st year with Bachelor’s
degree

Requirements:
- Hold a Bachelor’s degree or equivalent in one of the following subjects:
mechanics, physics, civil engineering or mathematics;
- A 2:1 grade (or equivalent) or above at Bachelor level is required;
- Provide proof of level B2 in French and B1 in English.
Procedure: admission into the 1st year is based on an examination of
applications and applicant interviews.
Language of study: French

/// Admission into the 2nd year with Master’s
degree
Requirements for applicants wishing to join in the second year:
- Hold a Master’s degree or equivalent in: mathematics, applied mathematics,
physics, mechanics, civil engineering or life and earth sciences;
- A Merit grade (or equivalent) or above at Master level is required;
- Provide proof of level B2 in French and B1 in English.
Procedure: admission into the 2nd year is based on an examination of
applications and applicant interviews.
Language of study: French

/// Erasmus+ applications
Access information about the Erasmus+ program

/// Support for international foreign students
(including Europeans)
ENTPE offers international students individual support in preparing for their period of
mobility at the School, upon their arrival and establishment in France and
throughout their studies, particularly for the following procedures:
obtaining a visa
reserving individual accommodation close to ENTPE
opening a bank account
taking out accommodation / third party insurance

complementary health insurance
procedures with the Prefecture and the French Immigration and Integration
Office (OFII)
financial assistance for accommodation with the Family Allowance Fund (CAF),
etc.
Discover how the French and European university system works

CONTACT
international.student@entpe.fr

